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A B S T R A C T   

Three-dimensional stroma engineered models would enable fundamental and applicative studies of human tis-
sues interaction and remodeling in both physiological and pathological conditions. In this work, we propose a 3D 
vascularized stroma model to be used as in vitro platform for drug testing. A pullulan/dextran-based porous 
scaffold containing pre-patterned microchannels of 100 μm diameter is used for co-culturing of fibroblasts within 
the matrix pores and endothelial cells to form the lumen. Optical clearing of the constructs by hyperhydration 
allows for in-depth imaging of the model up to 1 mm by lightsheet and confocal microscopy. Our 3D vascularized 
stroma model allows for higher viability, metabolism and cytokines expression compared to a monocultured 
vascular model. Stroma-endothelium cross-talk is then investigated by exposing the system to pro and anti- 
angiogenic molecules. The results highlight the protective role played by fibroblasts on the vasculature, as 
demonstrated by decreased cytotoxicity, restoration of nitric oxide levels upon challenge, and sustained 
expression of endothelial markers CD31, vWF and VEGF. Our tissue model provides a 3D engineered platform for 
in vitro studies of stroma remodeling in angiogenesis-driven events, known to be a leading mechanism in diseased 
conditions, such as metastatic cancers, retinopathies and ischemia, and to investigate related potential therapies.   

1. Introduction 

Recent advances in manufacturing techniques and 3D cell culture 
methods have opened up the possibility to engineer human tissue 
models with remarkable physiological-like structure and behavior. The 
merger with other technologies, as microfluidics and organoids, has 
further widened the potential applications of tissue engineering (TE), 
which is nowadays not only limited to regenerative medicine in clinics 
but also used for in vitro modeling of pathophysiology, drug testing and 
therapy. [1] Nonetheless, the majority of the TE models proposed in 
literature still lack some fundamental features for a closer mimicry of the 
native organs, two of them being the vasculature and the tissue micro-
environment. As the vascular network allows for gases and nutrients 
exchanges, its integration in artificial tissues is fundamental to mimic 
transport mechanisms and to ensure proper integration with the host 
tissue upon implantation. [2] Furthermore, the role of vascular tissue in 
participating to both physiological and pathological remodeling events 
is well known: angiogenesis, the process of forming new blood vessels 

from existing ones, is one of the main processes through which this 
remodeling occurs. [3] However, though largely studied, the role of 
many pro and anti-angiogenic factors and how they affect the cross-talk 
of a heterotypic culture model is often poorly understood. The use of in 
vitro models, such as organ-on-chips, has contributed in deciphering 
some of these mechanisms. However, these systems often suffer from 
major limitations, such as (i) fabrication with materials that are not 
biologically nor mechanically relevant, as silicon-based polymers, (ii) 
use of monocultures with endothelial cells, (iii) lack of 3D cellular 
spatial arrangement. [4–7] 

Moreover, the stroma of human organs exerts a supporting and 
connective function for the parenchyma. Composed of fibroblasts, 
mesenchymal and hematopoietic cells, extracellular matrix, vasculature, 
nerves and lymphatic vessels, it is known to play a fundamental role 
during remodeling processes, as angiogenesis, wound healing and in 
pathologies involving fibrosis. [8] However, this tissue is underrepre-
sented in TE and the majority of the existing models have focused on its 
function during tumor remodeling. [7,9–11] Artificial tissues that 
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reproduce the stroma have been engineered, often in form of sheets or 
injectable gels, for cardiac repair and wound healing applications or as 
organ-on-chips for oncologic drug screening. [10,12–14] Porous scaf-
folds have been used to reproduce the stroma microenvironment for the 
study of pathological events, however these models were often limited 
to: (i) use of synthetic biomaterials, (ii) unmatching mechanical prop-
erties, (iii) lack of the endothelium. [15–17] 

In this work, we propose a porous matrix made of pullulan and 
dextran, two natural biopolymers produced by fermentation by Aur-
eobasidium pullulan fungus and Leoconostoc mesenteroides bacteria, 
respectively. Along with their biocompatibility and low immunoge-
nicity, their physical properties can be easily tuned by modifying the 
manufacturing parameters. Thanks to their versatility, we have recently 
demonstrated their use in form of scaffolds or hydrogels for various 
applications, including study of endothelial behavior, 3D platform for 
neuronal growth and for the design of 3D liver microtissues. [18–22] 
Here, we developed a new formulation from these biomaterials in form 
of 3D porous scaffolds with inner microchannels to engineer a vascu-
larized stroma model. Due to lack of cellular adhesion moieties of pul-
lulan/dextran matrices, specific studies were conducted on the design of 
3D collagen coating of inner structures (microchannels and/or pores) for 
selective adhesion of the different cell types. [22] 

The manufacturing approach led to matrices with relevant physical 
properties and a co-culture setup enabled us to obtain a heterotypic 
platform, with distinct yet communicating fibroblast and endothelial 
cells (ECs) compartments. 

The stroma co-culture model was investigated in comparison to a 3D 
vascular monoculture under physiological conditions and upon admin-
istration of either pro-angiogenic (hypoxia, addition of L-Arginine) or 
anti-angiogenic cues (bevacizumab, an anti-metastatic drug). 

Development of a customized optical clearing method allowed for 3D 
volumetric imaging of the model while tissue response in terms of 
viability, metabolism, matrix remodeling, cytokines production and 
nitric oxide release was investigated by quantitative assays. Taken 
together, the results enlightened the protective role of fibroblasts on the 
vascular fraction and demonstrated the capability of this model to mimic 
physiological responses to external stimuli. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Hydrogel solution preparation 

The hydrogel PuD solution was composed of the polysaccharides 
pullulan (75 % w/w%, Mw = 200 kDa, Hayashibara, Japan) and dextran 
(25 % w/w%, Mw = 500 kDa, Pharmacosmos, Denmark), and sodium 
chloride (NaCl, Mw = 58.44, Fisher Chemical, USA) as porogen agent. 
The solution was prepared as previously described [23]: briefly, 9 g of 
pullulan powder, 3 g of dextran powder and 14 g of NaCl were weighted 
and mixed in distilled water (DI, 40 mL) by stirring (room temperature, 
RT, 1 h) to ensure proper homogenization. The solution was left for 24 h 
at RT for air bubbles removal. 

2.2. Molding setup and 3D printing 

Suture monofilaments were used as channel templates (polyropylene 
monofilament PROLENE™ 7/0 dec., ETHICON Inc., USA). A custom 
mold composed of pillars was designed in Fusion 360, AutoDesk to tie 
the filaments for molding and 3D printed (Ultimaker S3 printer, 
Cubeek3D, France) in polylactic acid (PLA): layer height of 0.2 mm, 
printing speed of 70 mm s− 1 and printing temperature of 205 ◦C were set 
for PLA extrusion (Fig. S1b, Appendix). The molding setup was assem-
bled as shown in Fig. S1a, Appendix: the suture filaments were wrapped 
around the pillars, and the PuD gel poured between two glass slides 
separated by 0.35–0.40 mm-thick spacers, sandwiching the filaments. 

2.3. Scaffolds fabrication 

PuD scaffolds were fabricated by molding/ cross-linking/ freeze- 
drying (FD) method. The hydrogels were prepared by following the 
protocol patented from our laboratory. [24] Briefly, sodium hydroxide 
(NaOH, 10 M, Sigma-Aldrich, USA) was added to 10 g of PuD solution 
for activation of the -OH chains and the mixture stirred (RT, 200 rpm, 
15 min). In parallel, a solution of 3 % w/v% sodium trimetaphosphate 
(STMP, Na3O9P3, Sigma-Aldrich) in DI water was prepared as chemical 
cross-linker. Addition of the STMP solution to the PuD was done in ice to 
slow down the cross-linking kinetics and the gel was then poured over 
the mold setup and placed in an oven (50 ◦C, 20 min) for complete cross- 
linking. Empty microchannels for the monoculture model were obtained 
by pulling out the suture filaments while in the vascularized stroma the 
filaments were kept in place to prevent stromal cells to access the 
channel. Then, cylindrical hydrogels were obtained by punching (5 mm 
in diameter). The hydrogels were placed in a 10X PBS bath under me-
chanical agitation for NaOH neutralization. After reaching neutral pH, 
consecutive rinsing steps in DI baths allowed for removal of the porogen 
agent (conductivity <10 μS cm− 1, conductivity meter 145 A+, Thermo 
Scientific Orion, USA). Porous PuD scaffolds were obtained by single 
freeze-drying (S-FD, Pilot − 80 freeze dryer, Cryotec, France): the 
hydrogels were placed in a 0.025 % w/v% NaCl bath (final conductivity 
<500 μS cm− 1) and freeze-dried in polystyrene Petri dishes (Falcon, 
Corning, USA). A freezing speed of 0.5 ◦C min− 1 was set until reaching 
− 30 ◦C and maintained for 2.5 h. Primary freeze-drying was done with a 
vacuum of 0.05 mbar and with increasing temperature from − 30 ◦C to 
10 ◦C by imposing a step function and freeze-drying speeds of 0.1 ◦C 
min− 1. Finally, a fast secondary freeze-drying was performed at 0.001 
mbar of pressure and 0.33 ◦C min− 1 of speed until reaching RT. For PuD 
scaffolds freeze-dried twice, the matrices were re-hydrated in 0.025 % 
w/v% NaCl bath after the first freeze-drying for 2 h under shaking, then 
freeze-dried a second time (double freeze-drying, D-FD) with the same 
cycle as described above. 

2.4. Collagen coating 

PuD matrices were coated with collagen either before or after freeze- 
drying. Highly purified bovine corium acid solubilized collagen 
(FS22024, Collagen Solutions, UK) was diluted in 0.01 N HCl to obtain a 
final concentration of 1 mg mL− 1. The samples were placed in a sterile 
15 mL syringe with the collagen solution (about 3 mL of solution were 
used to coat 15 gels). The collagen penetration within the PuD structure 
was obtained by vacuum impregnation, by flushing the solution back 
and forth. PuD gels were kept flat for at least 2 h at RT with no agitation 
to allow for collagen deposition. Then, the excess was removed by 
washing with PBS 1X for 5 min and with PBS 0.1X for 5 min under mild 
agitation to allow for collagen neutralization before the freeze-drying. 

2.5. Scaffolds characterization 

2.5.1. Physical properties 
Porosity of freeze-dried scaffolds was evaluated by water squeezing 

method, as previously reported. [25] Briefly, porosity tests were carried 
out by soaking the specimens in PBS 1X for 2 h under mild mechanical 
shaking (n ≥ 3 for each test, each formulation). The specimens were 
weighted (scale AG204 DeltaRange®, Mettler Toledo, USA) after 
removing the excess of liquid and after squeezing the liquid by gentle 
pressing with a spatula. The percentage porosity, representing the vol-
ume of macropores within the scaffold, was calculated as follows: 

Porosity (%) = 100 •
(
Mi − Mf

)/
Mi (1)  

where Mi is the initial weight of the wet sample and Mf represents the 
final weight after squeezing. To investigate the matrix wettability, 
swelling measurements were conducted. Specimens were placed in oven 
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at 50 ◦C overnight to remove humidity, then they were soaked in PBS 1X 
and incubated at 37 ◦C to mimic cell culture conditions. At each time 
point (t = x), the sample was weighted after removing the excess of 
liquid (Ms

t=x). The swelling ratio was calculated as follows: 

Swelling Ratio =
(
Mt=x

s − Md
)/

Md (2)  

where Md indicates the initial weight of the specimen in dry state. The 
swelling ratio was determined for t = 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 6, 24, 48 and 72 h (n ≥
3 for each test, each formulation). 

2.5.2. Mechanical properties: nanoindentation 
The Young’s modulus of coated and uncoated PuD scaffolds in wet 

state was studied by nanoindentation (PIUMA Nanoindenter, Optic-
s11Life, Netherlands). Spherical probes with 0.45 N m− 1 of stiffness and 
a tip radius of 103.5 μm or 0.49 N m− 1 of stiffness and a tip radius of 109 
μm were used. Samples were hydrated in PBS 1X at 37 ◦C until reaching 
the time-point of interest and consequently mounted. To ensure a flat 
positioning of the indented surface, 3 cm × 3 cm parafilm pieces were 
cut and punched to create a measurement window. The samples were 
placed in a plastic Petri dish and layered with the parafilm frame, after 
assuring the window was matching the sample surface. Nanoindentation 
measurements were performed in immersion in PBS at RT in nano-
indentation control mode. Each specimen was analysed by a matrix scan 
of 3 × 3 points with displacements Δx and Δy of 25 μm). The Young’s 
modulus was calculated using the Hertzian model, with 3000 nm of 
maximum indentation depth and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.5. The data 
analysis was performed using the DataViewer V2.4 software. 

2.5.3. Rheological measurements 
The G′ and G″ of uncoated and coated PuD scaffolds after full hy-

dration were investigated by rheometry (Elastosens, Rheolution, Can-
ada). To ensure the contact with the sample holder’s inner walls, 
hydrogels were cut after cross-linking with a 16G puncher and coated 
and freeze-dried as described above. Specimens were hydrated in PBS 1X 
at 37 ◦C for 48 h before the tests. The acquisition was performed over 5 
min with a Δt of 20 s between each acquisition point. Specimens seeded 
with fibroblasts BJ were cultured for 7 days before performing the tests 
and the results compared to coated scaffolds without cells hydrated over 
7 days in cell culture medium (FGM-2) and kept in incubator. 

2.6. Collagen coating quantification 

Samples coated by either single or double freeze-drying with 
collagen (1 mg mL− 1) were tested for determination of the collagen 
content by using a Pierce™ BCA Protein Assay Kit (23,225, Thermo 
Scientific), as per manufacturer instruction. Briefly, the specimens were 
incubated for 30 min at 37 ◦C with the working reagent and the su-
pernatant absorbance was read at 562 nm with a microplate reader 
(Infinite® 200 PRO, Tecan, Switzerland). The collagen concentration for 
each scaffold formulation was calculated from the albumin standard 
(BSA) curve and compared to the data obtained for uncoated samples 
(negative control). 

2.7. 2D and 3D Cell culture 

Human vascular endothelial cells (ECs, HUV-EC-C, CRL-1730™, 
ATCC, USA) and human fibroblasts from neonatal normal foreskin (FBs, 
BJ CRL-2522™, ATCC) were cultured in standard tissue culture flasks in 
EGM™-2 (CC-3162, Lonza) and complete fibroblast medium (FGM™-2, 
CC-3132, Lonza, Switzerland), respectively. Scaffolds were prepared for 
cell culture by UV light sterilization for 2 h. After reaching 80 % con-
fluency, cells were detached and diluted to the desired cell concentra-
tion: for the lumen formation, a final nominal concentration of 2 × 106 

cells mL− 1 was chosen, for the vascular stroma model, scaffolds were 
seeded with 2 × 106 cells mL− 1 ECs and 3 × 106 cells mL− 1 FBs and, for 

consistency of cellular density, the monocultured vascular model was 
seeded with 5 × 106 cells mL− 1 ECs. For the coculture model, culture 
media were mixed with a ratio EGM™-2/ FGM™-2 of 1/1.5 % v/v%. 
The seeding of the scaffolds in dry state was performed by syringe- 
induced vacuum technique, as previously described by our group. 
[22] Briefly, the scaffolds and the cell culture suspension were placed 
into a 10 mL syringe barrel. A dual check valve was used to close the 
syringe after insertion of the plunger to apply a negative pressure. Then, 
a repetitive pushing – and - pulling force was applied to ensure proper 
scaffold hydration as well as cellular penetration within the matrix. To 
allow for homogeneous final cellular distribution, the seeding process 
was repeated twice (halved cell densities as indicated above for each 
seeding), with one-hour incubation between the two steps. Then, the 
seeded constructs were placed in cell culture media and incubated 
(37 ◦C, 5 % CO2) and the medium changed every other day. 

2.8. Response of mono and co-culture 3D models to external stimuli 

Both monocultured vascular and vascularized stroma models were 
subjected to pro or anti-angiogenic chemical or physical cues to study 
the cellular response and the impact on the angiogenesis process. At Day 
4 of culture under standard conditions, the scaffolds were exposed to 
each stimulus separately for 72 h. (i) In a first study, cell culture media 
were supplemented with 1 mM L-arginine (A8094, Merck, Germany), 
the main amino acid involved in nitric oxide (NO) production. (ii) In a 
second study, the scaffolds were subjected to hypoxic environment (1 % 
O2, 5 % CO2, 37 ◦C). (iii) In a third condition, the matrices were 
administered with 0.1 mg mL− 1 bevacizumab 25 mg mL− 1 (BEV, kind 
gift of Dr. J.-P. Desilles, Hôpital Fondation Adolphe de Rothschild, Paris, 
France), an anti-VEGF antibody. Analysis of the cellular viability, nitric 
oxide and angiogenesis-related proteins were performed after 24 h (d1) 
and 72 h (d3) administration. Samples were fixed at each time point and 
prepared for consecutive imaging. 

2.9. Viability and metabolic activity studies 

LDH and Live/Dead viability assays. The cell viability in the matrices 
was assessed by two distinct methods. First, a cytotoxicity assay, based 
on the measurement of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) activity, was 
conducted (Cytotoxicity Detection KitPLUS,744,934,001, Roche, 
Switzerland) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Positive 
controls (Ctrl+ ), corresponding to the maximal LDH release, were 
incubated in media supplemented with a lysis solution (10 % v/v%) for 
15 min. Media only was used as blank while the samples were incubated 
in the reaction solution for 15 min. Readings were performed in absor-
bance at 490 nm and 690 nm with a microplate reader (Infinite® 200 
PRO, Tecan). The cytotoxicity rate was determined from the absorbance 
readings as follows: 

Cytotoxicity (%) = 100
(
ASample − ABlank

)/
(ACtrl+ − ABlank) (3) 

Secondly, Live/Dead staining was performed at Day 7. Calcein AM 
Viability Dye (65–0853-39, eBioscience™, Invitrogen™, USA) and 
ethidium homodimer (EthD-1, 46,043, Sigma-Aldrich) were diluted in 
media to a final concentration of 2 μM and 4 μM, respectively and living 
samples incubated in the staining solution for 1 h. After rinsing, imaging 
was performed by confocal microscopy (TCS SP8, Leica Microsystems, 
Germany). 

2.10. Resazurin-based assay 

The metabolic activity of seeded scaffolds was investigated by 
Resazurin- based assay (TOX8, 263–718-5, Sigma-Aldrich). Samples 
were incubated with Resazurin (10 % v/v% in warm cell culture media) 
for 3 h. Resazurin incubated in empty wells was used as negative control. 
Measures of the fluorescence intensity (560/590 nm exc/em) were 
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performed on the supernatant at Day 1, 3 and 7 from seeding with a 
microplate reader (Infinite® 200 PRO, Tecan). 

2.11. Nitric oxide production studies 

Quantification of NO was done by analysis of cell culture supernatant 
using a NO assay kit (ab272517, abcam, UK), as per manufacturer’s 
instruction. Reading of the optical densities (Infinite® 200 PRO, Tecan) 
was done at 540 nm and NO fold change was calculated by normaliza-
tion of absorbance values compared to the controls. 

2.12. Cytokines expression studies 

Analysis of angiogenesis markers was carried out by multiplex 
immunoassay of cell culture supernatants using customized detection 
kits, based on magnetic microparticles technology (Luminex® Discovery 
assay, LXSAHM, R&D Systems, USA): CD31/PECAM-1, bFGF, IL-8, 
VEGF and vWF-A2. An analogous kit was also used for the study of 
matrix metalloproteinases MMP-2 and MMP-9. The samples were pre-
pared as per manufacturer’s instruction and readings performed with a 
suspension array system (BioPlex – 200, Bio-Rad, USA). Data were 
analysed and averaged with the Bio-Plex Manager software (Bio-Rad). 

2.13. Permeability assay - dynamic studies under perfusion 

To investigate the lumen functionality, a permeability assay was 
performed by flowing FITC Dextran supplement medium and recording 
the fluorophore extravasation rate. A 30G needle (Agani, Terumo, 
Japan) was inserted into the scaffold microchannel and FITC Dextran 70 
kDa (1 μM, Sigma-Aldrich) was perfused with a syringe pump (ExiGo 
Pulse-Free Microfluidic Syringe Pump, Cellix, Ireland) at a constant flow 
rate of 10 μL/min. The flow rate was chosen to mimic the wall shear 
stress typical of arterioles and venules (above 20 dyn cm− 2), according 
to the channel size (about 100 μm in diameter). Tests were conducted on 
unseeded scaffolds (hydrated for 7 days in PBS at 37 ◦C, negative con-
trol) and on living vascularized stroma constructs at d7 (n = 3 for each 
condition). The channel and the extravascular space were imaged every 
3 min for 15 min (Axio Observer inverted microscope, Zeiss, Germany) 
and the images were analysed with Fiji, ImageJ by selecting 3 ROIs for 
the extravascular space and 2 ROIs along the channel. Permeability was 
calculated as previously reported: [6,27]. 

P =
(
Ife − Iie

)
• Δx

/
(Iv − Ib) • Δt (4)  

where P = permeability coefficient (μm s− 1), Ife = final average fluo-
rescence Intensity of the extravascular space, Iie = initial average fluo-
rescence Intensity of the extravascular space, Iv = total average 
fluorescence Intensity of the channel, Ib = background intensity at t = 0 
min, Δt = difference in seconds between the final and initial time points 
and Δx = distance between the extravascular and channel ROIs. 

2.14. Staining and immunolabeling 

Fibroblasts and ECs were eventually pre stained with CellTracker™ 
Deep Red dye (CTDR, dilution: 1/1000 for 10 min, C34565, Invitrogen) 
and CellMask™ Green Plasma Membrane Stain (1/1000 for 40 min, 
CMG, C37608, Invitrogen), respectively, to confirm the cellular locali-
zation after co-culture seeding of the vascularized stroma model. At the 
desired time point, matrices were fixed in 10 % formalin (F0046, Dia-
Path, Italy) for 1 h at 4 ◦C under slight agitation, followed by per-
meabilization with 0.1 % Triton™ X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich) for 25–45 min 
at RT. Incubation with the primary antibodies (ABs) was done overnight 
at 4 ◦C. Briefly, endothelium was characterized by immunolabeling 
against CD31 while fibroblasts were labeled against Alexa Fluor® 555 
CD90. ECM production and deposition by the FBs was investigated by 
staining against fibronectin (FN), collagen I and IV (Col I, Col IV) and 

laminin (Lam). Presence of intercellular junctions was verified by 
staining against VE-cadherin and ZO-1. Proliferation was studied by 
Ki67 labeling. Incubation with secondary ABs was carried out for 2 h at 
RT in the dark. List of primary and secondary ABs and dilutions used is 
reported in Table S1, Appendix. Morphological staining of actin fila-
ments was performed by incubation in Phalloidin–Tetramethyl rhoda-
mine B isothiocyanate (TRITC, 1/100–1/200, P1951, Sigma-Aldrich) or 
in Phalloidin, Fluorescein Isothiocyanate Labeled (FITC, 1/200, P5282, 
Sigma-Aldrich) for 1 h at RT in dark. Nuclei counterstaining with DAPI 
(4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole, dichlorhydrate, 1/2500–1/5000, 
D1306, Invitrogen™,) was done at RT for 1 h. Each step was followed by 
extensive rinsing (3×) in PBS 1X. Scaffolds were kept in fresh PBS 1X 
and stored in dark at 4 ◦C prior to imaging. 

2.15. Clearing 

Samples for lightsheet imaging were prepared by three different 
clearing protocols, after fixation and fluorescent immunostaining. For 
the first clearing protocol, 2,2′- Thiodiethanol (TDE,102428848, Sigma- 
Aldrich) was diluted in PBS 1X to created increasing gradient concen-
trations of 10 % - 30 % -50 % - 70 % - 90 % - 100 % (v/v%). Samples were 
incubated in each solution for 30 min at RT. Ethylcinnamate (Eci, 99 %, 
112,372, Sigma-Aldrich) was used for a second clearing protocol, 
adapted from Masselink et al. (2019). [28] Briefly, increasing gradients 
of Eci were prepared by serial dilution in 1-Propanol (279,544, Sigma- 
Aldrich), with the same dehydration steps used for TDE, and the sam-
ples incubated for 30 min at RT. In the third protocol, the Urea-Based 
Amino-Sugar Mixture (UbasM) clearing protocol from Chen et al. 
(2017) was adapted. [29] Briefly, UbasM-1 (Ub-1) was prepared by 
mixing 25 % w/w% urea (15,604, Sigma-Aldrich), 25 % w/w% 
Meglumine (M813277, Shanghai Macklin Biochemical Co., China), 20 % 
w/w% 1,3-Dimethyl-2-imidazolidinone (40,727, Sigma-Aldrich), and 
0.2 % w/w% Triton™ X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich) in MilliQ water. UbasM-2 
(Ub-2) was prepared as a solution of 40 % w/w% sucrose (S9378, Sigma- 
Aldrich) 25 % w/w% urea and 20 % w/w% 1,3-Dimethyl-2- imidazo-
lidinone in MilliQ water. Samples were incubated in Ub-1 for 1 h at RT, 
washed overnight in PBS at 4 ◦C and cleared with Ub-2 for 1 h at RT prior 
to imaging. 

2.16. 3D imaging: detection of the collagen coating by second harmonic 
generation 

The presence of collagen after coating was assessed by bi-photon 
(2P)-induced second harmonic generation (SHG, SP8, Leica Micro-
systems), equipped with a 405/10 nm bandpass. Samples were prepared 
by overnight immersion in PBS 1X and mounted on a plastic Petri dish by 
embedding in Aquasonic 100 ultrasound transmission gel (No. 01–08, 
Parker Laboratories, Inc., USA) to reduce light scattering. A 25× water 
immersion objective (HCX IRAPO, L25x/0.95, Leica) and excitation at 
810 nm were used for image acquisition. 

2.17. Confocal and AiryScan microscopy 

3D confocal acquisitions were performed by using either a confocal 
TCS SP8 Leica microscope, equipped with an 25× water immersion 
objective (HCX IRAPO, 25×/0.95, Leica) or with a LSM 980 Zeiss mi-
croscope equipped with a 10× dry objective (EC-Plan Neofluar, 10×/ 
0.3, Zeiss). The LSM 980 module AiryScan II was used for acquisitions 
using the AiryScan multiplex 4Y mode. 

2.18. Macroscopy 

Macroscopic images of the constructs were obtained with a Macro- 
Apotome (AxioZoom V16, Zeiss), equipped with a PlanNeoFluar Z 1×
objective and a fluorescent lamp with adapted filter block (DAPI, GFP, 
DsRed, Cy5). Magnification tested for each sample were 8×, 40× and 
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80×. 

2.19. Lightsheet microscopy 

Lightsheet imaging was performed with the Alpha3 system (Phase-
View, France), equipped with a 10× XL Plan N (XLPLN10XSVMP, 
Olympus, Japan) clearing objective with refractive index adaptive collar 
(RI 1.33–1.52) and a sCMOs Orca Flash4 camera (Hamamatsu, Japan). 

2.20. Image reconstruction and analysis 

Confocal and macroscope images were reconstructed and analysed 
using Fiji ImageJ (Java version 1.8.0) and ZEN Blue 3.5 (Zeiss). [30] Bi- 
photon images were analysed with Imaris software (Bitplane AG, 
Switzerland). Airyscan and lightsheet images were converted in SIS 
Converter 3.1.1 and analysed with Vision4D 3.0.1 software (arivis AG, 

Germany). 

2.21. Statistical analysis 

Data have been reported as mean value ± SD. Statistical analysis was 
performed using Prism 7 (GraphPad Software, USA) and information on 
specific statistical tests have been provided for each dataset in the cor-
responding figure or table caption. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Scaffold formulation and characterization 

3.1.1. Formulations 
The fabrication of the 3D porous scaffold containing inner tubular 

microchannels was performed by templating and cross-linking of a 

Fig. 1. Schematics showing the main steps reported in this work. (a,b) A pre-patterned pullulan/dextran (PuD)-based scaffold was used to create the vascular lumen 
(a3), and the stroma fraction (b.3a), separately. The protocols defined at this stage were used to develop the vascularized stroma model (CO-CULT, b.3c), while the 
vascular model (MONO, b.3b) was considered as negative control (Ctrl). The same PuD formulation could be used for both models by modifying the scaffold surface 
properties by addition of a collagen coating (green colour, S-FD Col and D-FD Col). (c) Insight on the co-culture model development steps and on the external stimuli 
applied to the system. Latin numerals (i-iv) represent the main steps of the models development and characterization. Created with Biorender.com. 
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water-soluble pullulan/dextran (PuD) polymers solution, followed by 
rinsing and freeze-drying (FD) to obtain the inner porosity. These bio-
polymers were chosen for their biocompatibility, manufacture versa-
tility and for their GMP compliance, by adapting fabrication protocols 
patented by our group. [23,24,31,32] 

The microchannels were obtained by molding the PuD hydrogel onto 
suture filaments, assembled within a custom-made 3D printed mold. 
[22] The spacers allowed to define the final scaffold’s thickness and the 
gels were punched into cylindrical structures after cross-linking, with 
final dimensions after freeze-drying of 8 mm × 1–1.5 mm (diameter x 
height) and an inner channel of 100 μm in diameter upon hydration 
(Fig. S1, Appendix). To introduce cell adhesion moieties, a coating step 
with extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins was performed. Collagen from 
bovine corium at a concentration of 1 mg mL− 1 was chosen upon opti-
mization (data not shown), and two coating procedures were developed 
to obtain scaffolds with different localization of the protein (Fig. 1a,b). 
In a first protocol, the coating was performed before freeze-drying (S-FD 
Col), allowing the collagen to access only the open structures (namely 
the microchannels and the hydrogel edges). This formulation was used 

in the first steps of the project for the development and optimization of 
the lumen within the PuD hydrogels. To develop the stroma and the 
vascularized stroma models, a full coating procedure was performed: 
briefly, after a first freeze-drying, the scaffolds were re-hydrated in a 
bath of collagen solution and freeze-dried a second time (double freeze- 
drying, D-FD Col) upon collagen neutralization to ensure its presence 
within the microchannel, the matrix pores and onto the scaffold edges. 
These formulations were compared to their respective non-coated 
negative controls (NC) during scaffold characterizations, to investigate 
the modifications induced by collagen on the PuD. Fig. S2, Appendix, 
reports a detailed schematic of the formulations. The localization and 
structure of collagen was confirmed by second harmonic generation 
(SHG) imaging, that showed the coating of the microchannels only for 
the S-FD Col while the D-FD protocol permitted an overall coating of the 
PuD matrix (Fig. 2a,b). SHG images acquired during the filament 
removal confirmed that the collagen coating remained stable upon the 
scaffold hydration and removal of the template (Fig. S3, Appendix). 
Quantification of the collagen in the supernatant by BCA assay showed a 
higher content of collagen within the D-FD Col PuD, with a 

Fig. 2. PuD scaffolds characterization. (a,b) SHG images of collagen coating upon filament removal in the S-FD Col and D-FD Col formulations, respectively. Dashed 
light blue lines indicate the channel location. Scale bar: 50 μm. (c) Collagen concentration (μg mL− 1) calculated by BCA protein assay from supernatant readings for 
Ctrl (S-FD NC), S-FD Col and D-FD Col matrices. (d) Porosity (%), calculated by water squeezing method upon full hydration of the samples (2 h) and (e) swelling 
ratio (a.u.) over 72 h for the four scaffold formulations. (f) Young’s modulus (Pa), calculated by nanoindentation on hydrated PuD scaffolds at D3. (g-h) Shear storage 
(G′) and loss moduli (G″) (Pa), calculated by rheometry on fully hydrated PuD scaffolds (48 h). Statistics: (c,d,f-h) One-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc multiple 
comparisons test on each dataset separately (ns, not significant, *, p-value <0.05, ****, p-value <0.0001), (e) Two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test; in the 
range 1 h–72 h, multiple comparisons test among the datasets showed ns, not significant. 
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concentration four times higher compared to the S-FD formulations 
(370.5 ± 22.32 μg mL− 1 and 92.7 ± 35.36 μg mL− 1, respectively, 
Fig. 2c), coherent with the localization of the collagen coating in each 
formulation. 

Despite the simple geometry of the vasculature obtained by sub-
tractive molding, this method has been widely used to build vascular-
ized 3D models, as it offers the advantages of high reproducibility, 
control of the manufacturing parameters, ease of fabrication and matrix 
handling. [33,34] As it permits the design of cylindrical 3D vessels and 
the modulation of their diameter, it enables researchers to overcome the 
limitations of other manufacturing approaches, such as soft lithography 
of microfluidic chips, that commonly determines rectangular cross- 
sections of the microchannels. [35] Furthermore, the arrangement of 
suture filaments in different layouts allowed us to fabricate PuD scaf-
folds with different channel patterns, as parallel or crossing structures 
(Fig. S1c, Appendix). 

3.1.2. Physical properties 
Measurements of total porosity and swelling were performed on the 

four formulations of freeze-dried scaffolds (S-FD NC, S-FD Col, D-FD NC 
and D-FD Col) to characterize their physical properties. Porosity was 
calculated by water squeezing method, as previously reported (Fig. 2d). 
[25] Data showed a reduction of the porosity percentage after coating of 
the constructs with collagen (41.51 % ± 1.86 vs 34.08 ± 3.15, 46.36 % 
± 3.12 vs 27.98 % ± 2.68 for S-FD NC vs S-FD Col and D-FD NC vs D-FD 
Col, respectively), more noticeable for the D-FD Col formulation 
compared to the S-FD Col due to the higher collagen content (in line with 
the BCA results, Fig. 2c). Moreover, the second freeze-drying induced a 
slightly higher porosity (46.36 ± 3.12 vs 41.51 ± 1.86 for D-FD NC vs S- 
FD NC, respectively), due to additional pores created during the second 
freeze-drying. 

Water absorption capability was studied by measuring the swelling 
ratio over the first 72 h of hydration. Within one hour, the swelling ratio 
reached a steady state, with values exceeding 10 times the original dry 
weight for all the formulations and only minor changes were recorded at 
72 h (Fig. 2e). These results were in line with the porosity trends, and 
suggested a higher water uptake in absence of coating (NC) for both the 
single and double FD formulations, while no swelling trend was noticed 
by comparing the freeze-drying protocols. This behavior for collagen 
coated matrices might be in fact related to a reduced macroporosity due 
to the protein deposition, that caused a lower water intake, rather than 
being dependent on the freeze-drying step. The data from physical 
characterization were in line with findings previously published by our 
laboratory, that reported a porosity above 25 % and a swelling ratio in a 
range of 10–14, confirming consistent protocols reproducibility for the 
fabrication of PuD matrices. [20,36] Published models of pullulan-based 
matrices have also reported similar values for physical properties. 
[37–39] 

3.1.3. Mechanical properties 
Nanoindentation and rheometry measurements were performed to 

assess the micro and macro mechanical behavior of the PuD matrices 
after hydration in PBS, respectively. Results from nanoindentation 
showed a constant stiffness of the surface of about 25 kPa for the for-
mulations S-FD NC, S-FD Col and D-FD Col while a lower stiffness of D- 
FD NC was observed, being of 16.86 kPa ± 1.56 kPa (Fig. 2f). The results 
suggested that the double freeze-drying procedure was responsible for a 
decrease of the surface stiffness, in line with the porosity trends, that 
showed a higher porosity of DFD-NC compared to SFD-NC. Consistently, 
the collagen coating induced a decrease of the porosity and an increase 
of the Young’s modulus compared to the non-coated scaffold, suggesting 
that the collagen fibers filling the matrix pores were responsible for the 
modification of both physical and mechanical properties of PuD 
matrices. 

Fig. S4, Appendix reports the Young’s modulus trend over time. The 
S-FD NC, D-FD NC and D-FD Col formulations showed an increase of the 

stiffness over the first three days with a peak at Day 3, followed by a 
decrease for longer hydration time and values at D7 below 15 kPa. The 
S-FD Col condition stands out with a doubling of the Young’s modulus 
observed at Day 7 (30.66 kPa ± 2.69 kPa), suggesting a delayed peak of 
stiffness compared to the other formulations, a behavior that might be 
attributed to the different rearrangement mechanism of collagen fibers. 

Results from rheometry experiments showed an increase of the shear 
storage modulus G′ after both coating and D-FD steps (Fig. 2g). The 
presence of collagen in S-FD matrices entailed an increase of the stiffness 
from 1.9 kPa to 2.1 kPa while the D-FD increased G′ up to 2.4 kPa in 
absence of coating. The highest G′ was reported for the D-FD Col 
formulation, with a value of 3.5 kPa. The shear loss modulus G″, 
representative of the viscous behavior, was not affected by the presence 
of collagen (no statistical difference between the NC and Col formula-
tions), while it increased after the D-FD procedure, with a G″ up to 0.6 
kPa for the D-FD Col samples, compared to values below 0.5 kPa for the 
S-FD formulations (Fig. 2h). 

The comparison between the nanoindentation and the rheometry 
results underlined a different mechanical response of the PuD matrices 
when the surface or the bulk properties were investigated: while the 
bulk properties showed a maximal stiffness below 3.5 kPa for the D-FD 
Col matrices, the surface values by nanoindentation mostly revealed the 
stiffness sensed at the microscale by cells (tip radius of the indentation 
probe of about 100 μm), with values between 13 and 30 kPa. 

These results enlighten the importance of evaluating the mechanical 
properties of TE constructs by use of complementary techniques to 
determine the multiscale mechanical behavior of the biomaterial before 
its biological application. 

As the onset of many diseases is correlated with stroma remodeling 
and variation of tissue stiffness (normally an increase, as in the case of 
tumor microenvironment-related changes), biomimicry of biomaterials 
mechanics plays a crucial role for TE development. [40] 

Results from bulk characterization are comparable to the stiffness of 
living soft-to-medium tissues calculated from strain-stress analyses, re-
ported to be below 10 kPa, and showed consistency with previously 
reported works on pullulan scaffolds. [38] At a cellular level, AFM 
studies previously reported that fibroblasts mechanical moduli can 
reach 30 kPa, a value similar to the results we obtained by nano-
indentation. [41] These findings allowed us to validate our D-FD Col 
scaffold formulation for consecutive in vitro modeling of the vascularized 
stroma. 

3.2. Optimization of vascular and stroma culture parameters 

3.2.1. Development and characterization of the vascular lumen 
compartment 

A functional and perfusable lumen was developed by seeding ECs 
within S-FD Col PuD scaffolds. ECs concentrations ranging from 1 × 106 

to 5 × 106 cells mL− 1 were tested and the results evidenced the possi-
bility to tune the lumen formation over time, with ECs patterning the 
channel in a variable time between 4 and 11 days. As a proof of concept 
for the design of more a complex vascular model, parallel lumens were 
engineered by using matrices containing multiple molded micro-
channels (Fig. S5, Appendix). An optimal ECs concentration of 2 × 106 

cells mL− 1 was identified, with morphological analyses of the lumen 
showing the elongation and alignment of the ECs cytoskeleton (staining 
of F-actin), even in absence of flow (Fig. 3a). Expression of CD31/ 
PECAM-1 and vascular endothelial (VE)- cadherin confirmed the 
physiological-like behavior of the endothelium and the functional 
adhesion of cells assembling the lumen (Fig. 3b). [42,43] Upon lumen 
formation, sprouting within the S-FD Col matrix could be observed, 
suggesting the capability of the vessel to initiate a spontaneous angio-
genesis in absence of adhesion moieties (collagen coating in the 
microchannel only, Fig. 3c). Indeed, ECs from different origins have 
been previously demonstrated to actively synthetize ECM proteins, as 
collagen type I, during sprouting. [44] We believe that more consistent 
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sprouting from the main channel within the matrix pores could be ob-
tained by enhancing the scaffold porosity, for instance by increasing the 
porogen content. [20] Nevertheless, modifications of the scaffold 
formulation should be investigated carefully to preserve the chemical 
and mechanical properties needed for consecutive in vitro application. 

3.2.2. Development and characterization of the fibroblastic stroma 
compartment 

The development of the stroma microenvironment required a full 
coating of the scaffold to obtain D-FD Col matrices necessary to prevent 
the fibroblast fraction to form spheroids within the pores. D-FD Col 
matrices were seeded with human neonatal skin fibroblasts and the 
stroma fraction was characterized by positive staining with CD90/ Thy- 
1, a mesenchymal and fibroblast surface marker (Fig. 3d). [45,46] Fi-
broblasts localization and morphology were investigated upon scaffolds 
seeding, showing their adhesion to the pore walls and their capability to 
homogeneously proliferate, assuming an elongated morphology aligned 
with the pore’s major axis direction (Fig. 3e). These observations were 
coherent with previous works focused on the cellular behavior within 
anisotropic scaffolds, that showed how the presence of oriented struc-
tures determined increased proliferation, preferential orientation of 
cells and differentiation towards a specific phenotype thanks to the 
matrix guidance cues. [47,48] The results enlightened the fundamental 
role of scaffold’s micro and macroarchitecture in determining cellular 
response. For culturing times over 7 days, formation of detachable cell 
sheets onto the matrix surface could also be observed, indicating the 
fibroblasts capability to create stable intercellular junctions and to self- 
assemble into 2D sheet tissues (Fig. S6a, Appendix). [49] Analysis of 
ECM matrix over time confirmed a sustained production of fibronectin 
(FN), laminin (Lam), collagen (Col) IV and Col I, that layered the whole 

matrix structure and reshaped its surface and core (Fig. 3f, Figs. S6b-e 
and S9d, Appendix). Coherently with fibroblasts alignment, an oriented 
distribution of FN and Lam could be observed along the pores walls and 
on the scaffolds surface. For Col IV and Col I, the formation of fibers and 
a hierarchical organization was noticed at Day 7. Mechanical charac-
terizations of the stroma at Day 7 indicated an increase of the Young’s 
modulus compared to unseeded scaffolds from 14.5 kPa to 18.3 kPa as 
well as of the viscous bulk behavior (G″ from 0.6 kPa for the control vs 
0.9 kPa for the seeded scaffolds) while a 10 % decrease of G′ was 
observed (Fig. S7, Appendix). We believe that this trend could be mostly 
attributed to the ECM deposited, that caused a higher rigidity at the 
microscale and an overall increase of the scaffold viscosity. [50] 
Secretion of enzymes, as matrix metalloproteinase-2 (MMP-2), is known 
to be a driving mechanism for both in vitro and in vivo degradation of 
scaffolds. Our results from MMPs analysis reported below for the stroma 
model could therefore explain the decrease of the storage modulus at the 
macroscale. [51] 

3.2.3. Development and 3D imaging of the vascularized stroma model 
To determine the maximum seeding density, proportional to the 

maximum liquid intake of the biomaterial, D-FD Col scaffolds were used 
to create a mono-culture model of ECs (MONO, with endothelial cells in 
the microchannel and in the pores), considered as negative control of the 
heterotypic model. Results showed that for concentrations above 5 ×
106 cells mL− 1, cells reached a confluent state within few days, followed 
by a fast apoptosis and, ultimately, a failure of the cellularized construct. 

The co-culture model was developed by optimizing the cells ratio, 
cell culture media ratio and seeding protocols. The adoption of a dual 
step seeding procedure enabled us to build a functional vascularized 
stroma model (Fig. 1c). Fibroblasts were seeded by dropping to a final 

Fig. 3. Investigation of the vascular (a-c) and stroma (d-f) monocultured models. (a) 3D rendering of the lumen obtained by seeding of 2 × 106 HUVECs mL− 1, 
imaged at Day 7 (staining with DAPI, blue and phalloidin, red) by bi-photon microscopy. (b) Confocal image of the channel inlet, stained against VE- cadherin (green, 
top) and CD31 (red, bottom). (c) Representative confocal image of sprouting from the main channel (light blue arrows). (d) Staining of fibroblasts cultured in 2D by 
Alexa Fluor 555 CD90 (yellow). (e) Colonization of the PuD matrix’s pores at Day 4 by the fibroblast fraction (staining with DAPI, blue and phalloidin, red). (f) 
Scaffold surface at Day 7: fibroblasts (DAPI, blue) line and fill the matrix pores and produce fibronectin (FN, green). Field of View (FOV): central section of the 
microchannel (a,c), edge of the microchannel (b), matrix pores (e), matrix surface (f), top views. Scale bars: 100 μm for (a-d), 250 μm for (e,f). 
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density of 3 × 106 cells mL− 1 and by maintaining the suture filament in 
place to prevent their access to the channel. After 48 h, ECs at optimal 
concentration of 2 × 106 cells mL− 1 were added by syringe vacuum after 
filament removal. Fluorescent images of pre-stained cells confirmed 
their proper localization within the scaffold structure by using the 
optimized dual step protocol (Fig. 4a): fibroblasts pre-stained with 
CTDR, could be observed on the surface of the scaffold, lining the 
matrix’s pores, while ECs, pre-stained with CMG and seeded after the 
filament removal, were localized within the matrix channel. Analysis of 
fluorescence images at Day 7 of co-culture revealed a sustained 
expression of zonula occludens -1 (ZO-1), produced by both cell types, 
that confirmed the formation of intercellular tight junctions (Fig. 4b). 
Immunostaining with the endothelial markers CD31 and von Willebrand 
factor (vWF) allowed to distinguish the two cell types after seeding and 
to study their mutual localization. Results confirmed colonization of 
matrix microchannels and lumen formation by ECs (Fig. 4e,f) and evi-
denced their presence on the surface as well (Fig. 4c,d). Nonetheless, a 
systematic morphological analysis was hampered by the challenge of 
imaging the 3D model. In fact, tissue engineers nowadays are facing the 
major challenge of preserving the 3D information carried by complex TE 
models while obtaining meaningful results. [52,53] In the stroma- 
containing models, the high cellular density and the ECM deposition 
made the scaffold opaquer with time, thus hampering an in-depth 
analysis of the microstructures. While histological procedures for tis-
sue sectioning have been adapted to biomaterials, these protocols often 
entail a deformation of the biomaterial during sectioning, as in the case 
of PuD matrices, creating a potential misinterpretation on the 3D 

cellular arrangement and biological behavior. [54] We thus decided to 
avoid sectioning to preserve the scaffolds 3D structure, morphology and 
cellular information and to perform in-depth parallel imaging via 
confocal AiryScan, bi-photon and light-sheet microscopy (LSFM). As 
some of these techniques requires sample clearing, we conducted side 
studies to clear the stroma samples by adaptation of tissue clearing 
protocols to the PuD scaffold (Figs. S8 and S9, Appendix). Few works 
have been reported on optical clearing of biomaterials-based 3D models, 
mostly by hydrophilic procedures, such as by use of FocusClear reagent 
or via hyperhydration with CUBIC. [55,56] Nonetheless, optical clearing 
of biomaterials remains largely unexplored and, to the best of our 
knowledge, no data have been reported for pullulan-based scaffolds. 
[57] 

Here, we modified the hyperhydration protocol based on use of Urea- 
Based Amino-Sugar Mixture (UbasM) from Chen et al. (2017) to obtain 
an acquisition depth up to 900 μm, thus increasing the imaging depth by 
a four-fold factor compared to uncleared samples. [29,58] Our results 
enlighten the need for further developing optical clearing and volu-
metric imaging of TE models to unveil their 3D structure and the model 
behavior. Taken together, we believe that this strategy opens up new 
ways to develop clearing procedures for biomaterials and for three- 
dimensional visualization of thick TE constructs. 

3.3. Vascularized stroma response to external stimuli: Viability, 
morphology, cell markers and permeability studies 

The vascularized stroma model (CO-CULT) was subjected to different 

Fig. 4. 3D vascularized stroma model fabrication and co-culture markers. (a) Cellular localization after double-step co-culture seeding: fibroblasts (CTDR, red) were 
located on the matrix surface (left) while ECs (CMG, green) were found within the channel two hours upon seeding (right). Schematics of the matrix indicate the 
observation area. Images taken with an optical microscope 2 h after each seeding step. Scale bars: 250 and 50 μm, respectively. (b-d) Surface images of cells stained 
against ZO-1 (both types), CD31 and vWF (ECs), respectively. (e,f) Microchannel images of ECs stained against CD31 and vWF (ECs), respectively. Nuclei (DAPI, blue) 
and actin (phalloidin, red) represent cell location and morphology. FOV: central section of the microchannel (a-right, e,f), matrix pores (a-left, b-d), top views. Scale 
bars: 100 μm. (c,d) and 50 μm (e,f). 
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external stimuli, known to mainly affect the angiogenesis process and 
the ECs fraction, and its response compared to the ECs monoculture 
(MONO) vascular model, with the objective of studying how the fibro-
blasts mediate the vascular response to external cues. In this context, 
three parallel studies were conducted to expose the models to (i) hyp-
oxia (1 % O2), (ii) 1 mM L-Arginine or (iii) 0.1 mg mL− 1 bevacizumab, 
the hypoxia percentage and the molecules concentrations being chosen 
based on published studies. [59–61] 

The hypoxic condition, defined as an oxygen level below 5 %, was 
chosen as pro-angiogenic cue. [62,63] While the role played by VEGF 
has been largely studied in both 2D and 3D vascular models, we decided 
to consider in parallel the role of nitric oxide (NO) to evaluate angio-
genic effects. NO, produced by cells as free radical, is known to partic-
ipate in regulation of blood pressure, cellular homeostasis, inhibition of 
platelet aggregation and during angiogenesis, notably by activation of 
the cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP) pathway. Furthermore, a 
mutual interaction between NO and VEGF occurs in VEGF-mediated 
angiogenesis. [64,65] In pathological conditions, when the angiogen-
esis is unbalanced, the NO production is altered. Though some works 
have investigated the NO response of 3D in vitro models during angio-
genesis, its role is largely overlooked. [5,66] Here, we have investigated 
the NO production and correlated it to the VEGF expression. 

As NO is mainly produced from L-arginine (L-Arg) conversion, we 
investigated in a second study the responsiveness of the model by sup-
plementing the cell culture medium with 1 mM L-arginine. [5,67,68] 
This amino acid has been administered as dietary supplement to patients 
and its effects studied on a plethora of pathologies, including cardio-
vascular diseases (atherosclerosis, hypercholesterolemia, pre- 
eclampsia), diabetes, neurological pathologies, as dementia, and 

cancer. [69] 
In a third study, we investigated the response of the vascularized 

stroma tissue to an anti-VEGF drug, bevacizumab (BEV), commonly used 
for targeted therapy of colorectal, breast, ovarian and non-small-cell 
lung cancer, glioblastomas, and retinopathies, here administered at 
0.1 mg mL− 1. [70,71] Preliminary experiments were carried on the 
monoculture model to choose the BEV concentration and administration 
window (Fig. S10, Appendix). 

All the treatments were administered independently at Day 4 of co- 
culture for 3 consecutive days and the model response monitored over 
72 h. Viability studies performed by LDH assay at Day 7 indicated a 
higher mortality for the monoculture model for all the tested conditions 
(Ctrl mono 49.7 % vs Ctrl co-cult 31.6 %, Fig. 5a). The co-culture model 
under challenge did not show any significant mortality increase over 7 
days, with values always below 30 %. The results were confirmed by 
Live/Dead staining (Fig. S11, Appendix), that did not indicate a signif-
icant cellular apoptosis upon vascularized stroma treatment. 

Images of cell localization and morphology by Calcein AM and 
phalloidin staining, respectively, did however show a reduction of the 
cell number in the pores compared to the control, notably for L-Arg and 
BEV treatments, and partial changes of cellular cytoskeleton (Fig. 6a). 
Particularly, BEV administration induced a modification of the cells 
spindle shape into a more irregular one, with cells assuming a broader 
conformation and developing ruffles at the edges. Comparison of 
cellular morphology underlined that the presence of fibroblasts helped 
in preserving the cell shape, as no rounded apoptotic cells were noticed 
in the vascularized stroma tissue (Fig. S10). 

In the monoculture model, neither the hypoxic nor the L-arginine 
conditions induced a higher cytotoxicity compared to the control, while 

Fig. 5. Quantitative analyses of cellular behavior for the vascular and the vascularized stroma models upon stimuli administration. (a) Cell mortality rate (%) 
calculated by LDH assay at Day 7 for the monoculture vascular and co-culture vascularized stroma models, either untreated (Ctrl) or exposed to the cue for three days 
(HYP, L-Arg or BEV). Dotted lines represent the average mortality rate before any treatment (Day 4 of culture) for the monoculture (black line, average mortality 
21.88 % ± 6.53 %) and the coculture (gray line, average mortality: 16.15 % ± 6.53 %), respectively. (b) Cell metabolic activity (a.u.) calculated by Resazurin assay 
at Day 7 for monoculture (ECs only) and co-culture matrices, either untreated (Ctrl) or exposed to the cue. Dotted lines represent the average metabolic activity 
before any treatment (Day 4 of culture) for the monoculture (black line, average metabolic activity 4290.03 ± 771.40) and the coculture (gray line, average 
metabolic activity: 4820.61 ± 646.88), respectively. (c) Ki67-positive cells (%) in the CO-CULT model, calculated on selected ROIs as ratio of positive cells compared 
to the total number (DAPI staining for nuclei counting). (d) Permeability rates (μm s− 1) calculated at Day 7 for empty and untreated co-cultured scaffolds (Ctrl). (e) 
NO absorbance at 540 nm at D5 and D7 of culture, expressed as fold change of each Ctrl at D5. Statistics: (a,b-e) Two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s post-hoc test to 
compare the two datasets (ns, not statistically significant, *, p-value <0.1, **, p-value <0.01, ****, p-value <0.0001), (c) One-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test 
(*, p ≤0.05, **, p-value <0.01), (d) Unpaired t-test, p = 0.0492, *, p ≤0.05. 
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the administration of BEV at 0.1 mg mL− 1 impacted significantly the ECs 
viability and morphology, with an overall average mortality over 80 % 
and conversion of cells to a round shape (Fig. 5a). Similar results of 
mortality on ECs 3D models have been reported for same concentrations 
of other cancer targeting drugs, as bortezomib in a range of 0.1–1 μM. 
[72] In our study, preliminary assays performed on ECs monoculture at 
different BEV concentrations (0.1 and 0.5 mg mL− 1) did not indicate a 
dose-dependent response. When administrating the drug for 1 h, fol-
lowed by withdrawal over 3 days, as similar to clinical protocols, only 
partial benefits were observed compared to longer administration win-
dows (notably, recovery of NO and VEGF production). However, 
viability data suggested a triggered mechanism of apoptosis and the 
incapability to recover upon BEV administration. These first experi-
ments allowed us to establish the drug concentration used in this study 
(0.1 mg mL− 1) and an administration window of 72 h, as in the case of 
the pro-angiogenic stimuli. 

Results from the metabolic activity were consistent with the viability 
studies, showing reduced cellular metabolism for the vascular model, 
with no statistically significant difference among the conditions tested 
(Fig. 5b). 

Cell proliferation within the matrix pores, assessed with nuclear Ki67 
marker staining, revealed that the untreated condition showed almost 
70 % of Ki67+ cells, similarly to L-Arg treatment, while proliferation 
was reduced in hypoxic and BEV conditions (23.1 % and 36.3 %, 
respectively) (Fig. 5c). For both hypoxia and L-Arg treatments, a major 

proliferation was observed at the surface of the scaffold, with Ki67 
positive cells forming an adhesive monolayer onto the PuD. Nonetheless, 
the Ki67 expression at the surface was not representative of proliferation 
rates within the matrix core, therefore the surface area was not taken 
into account for the quantitative analysis reported here. Proliferation 
has been previously reported to be inhibited under hypoxia conditions 
for multiple cell types, including fibroblasts. One of the main mecha-
nisms suggested is the action of the hypoxia-inducible factor 1 (HIF-1), a 
transcription factor responsible of oxygen-dependent cellular modifi-
cations and of angiogenic growth factors transcription in endothelium. 
[73] As upregulation of HIF-1 has been previously shown to reduced 
stroma proliferation by arresting the cell cycle, we would suggest a 
further investigation of HIF-1 influence over 3D heterotypic cultures to 
verify the consistency with reported studies on 2D, 3D and in vivo 
models. [74–78] For BEV condition, the decrease in Ki67+ cells in a 
dose-dependent manner has been reported for in vivo models. [79] 
Finally, data from perfusion of empty (unseeded) microchannels and 
vascularized stroma tissue with FITC-conjugated dextran (70 kDa) 
confirmed the barrier function exerted by the vasculature, as the model 
showed a halved permeability rate compared to the control (Fig. 5d). 

3D analysis of cellular markers distribution revealed expression of 
ZO-1 in hypoxic condition and L-Arg administration, mainly observed in 
the superficial area of the model and lining the matrix pores margins 
(Fig. 6b), while BEV treatment induced a loss of ZO-1 marker. In a work 
conducted onto retinal epithelial cells, a 48 h BEV administration 

Fig. 6. 3D vascularized stroma model characterization upon treatment. (a) Cellular distribution and morphology (nuclei, blue and F-actin, red, right: merged image) 
for the control and the three conditions tested. Light blue arrows indicate oriented F-Actin stress fibers, yellow arrows indicate aberrant protrusions and spread cell 
morphology. Scale bar: 100 μm. (b-c) 3D arivis rendering of vascularized stroma at Day 7 upon treatment. Staining for ZO-1 (b) and vWF (c), as vascular marker. 
FOV: (a-c) matrix pores, top views. Images acquired by Airyscan. 
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induced a reduced ZO-1 gene expression and an upregulation of 
mesenchymal markers, with a morphological transition towards a 
fibroblastic-like phenotype. [80] In further studies, analysis of other 
mesenchymal markers, as alpha- smooth muscle actin (α-SMA), could be 
envisioned to better understand the fibroblasts genetic response to these 
cues. 

Staining of the vascular fraction for vWF showed a major presence of 
ECs within the pores, especially for L-Arg treatment, while no significant 
differences in vWF expression were observed for hypoxia and BEV 
administration (Fig. 6c). Similar results were obtained for VE-Cadherin 
expression (data not shown). The images were confirmed by quantita-
tive vWF cytokine analysis (Table 1). We believe that the increased EC 
marker expression within the surface pores under L-Arginine, consistent 
with Ki67 results, could be attributed to two differential mechanisms: (i) 
proliferation of the ECs that firstly adhered to the surface during the 
seeding, or (ii) migration of ECs from the core of the matrix towards the 
surface or a combination of both mechanisms. Experiments as live cell 
tracking should be conducted to further decipher the model reshaping 
during stimuli response. Taken together, we concluded that ECs showed 
a dynamic behavior modulated by the fibroblasts upon treatment. 

3.4. Differential interaction of VEGF and NO in the vascular and 
vascularized stroma models 

Results of NO detection showed an increase of NO release at Day 5 
(24 h administration) upon either L-Arg or BEV stimuli for both the 
vascularized stroma model and the control (Fig. 5e). The increase of NO 
upon L-Arginine was followed by an increase of VEGF over 72 h for the 
vascular fraction, coherently with previous studies, that showed 
augmented NO levels in endothelial cells and subsequent VEGF pro-
duction, mainly via HIF-1 activity. [65,81] 

Readings of NO levels under BEV stimulus showed that the vascu-
larized stroma model had peak of NO at Day 5 and then returned to basal 
values at Day 7, with a concentration below 5 μM (close to physiological 
values), while the monoculture exhibited a sustained release of NO 
along the entire administration period. [65] 

A major reduction of VEGF expression was coherently observed for 
the BEV conditions, with a drop from about 1 μg mL− 1 to 20 pg mL− 1 

(Table 1). 
Previous works showed that fibroblasts survival and NO production 

were not affected upon a 5 days treatment of BEV 0.1 mg mL− 1. In other 
in vivo models and clinical works, NO has been demonstrated to decrease 
after BEV administration, while experiments performed in vitro showed 
increased NO levels for higher BEV doses. [61,82,83] Although some 
works have studied the effect of anti-VEGF therapeutics on endothelial 
monocultures, showing impaired vascular features and anastomosis, 
limited studies are available on this drug class on 3D heterotypic models. 
[84,85] Based on literature, the expected behavior for our model would 
have been a drop of NO values in response to BEV anti-VEGF action. 
Interestingly, these results showed an impaired response mechanism in 
the first 24 h of BEV administration, suggesting that NO upregulation 

does not depend solely on VEGF-activated pathways and that a down-
regulation of VEGF in response to BEV did not translate directly into a 
NO drop. We believe that the upregulation of NO might be connected to 
an increase of oxidative stress and ROS production. [86,87] Further-
more, as the co-culture model was capable of re-establishing NO levels at 
72 h, a complex response mechanism to BEV might be mediated by the 
fibroblasts compared to the vascular fraction alone, consistently with an 
increase of VEGF concentration. On the opposite, NO levels remained 
impaired in the vascular model over the 72 h, despite an increase in 
VEGF levels, confirming the presence of differential pathways in medi-
ating endothelial NO response (Fig. S12, Appendix). Though further 
analyses should be performed to better understand the NO-VEGF in-
teractions, such as readings of ROS levels or administration of NOS in-
hibitors, as N(G)-nitro-L-arginine methyl ester (L-NAME), these findings 
suggest the possible use of this vascularized stroma model as platform 
for investigating the response to drugs of a complex 3D heterotypic 
environment. The results also underlined the limitations of deciphering 
such responses to external stimuli by adopting monoculture models and 
reiterated the importance of developing relevant multicellular models 
for 3D in vitro studies. Overall, these results confirmed the positive effect 
of the stroma in mediating the endothelium NO response under both pro 
and anti-angiogenic cues. 

3.5. Protective role of the stroma upon vascular challenge: regulation of 
cytokines and MMPs levels 

CD31, vWF and VEGF values from the supernatant showed higher or 
similar values for the vascularized stroma compared to the mono-culture 
model (Table 1). These results suggest that, despite a lower nominal 
concentration of ECs in the vascularized stroma, the fibroblast fraction 
allowed for a sustained expression of endothelial markers. 

As for VEGF expression, BEV induced a drastic decrease of CD31. 
Analyses conducted on tumor biopsies and in vivo experiments upon BEV 
administration have indeed showed an impaired CD31 expression, most 
likely correlated to the VEGF drop, suggesting a VEGF-regulated 
mechanism of CD31 production in ECs. [88,89] Interestingly, CD31 
downregulation was also observed under hypoxia, however not 
accompanied by a higher cytotoxicity, a trend that has been previously 
correlated to a transition towards a mesenchymal phenotype. [90,91] 
No significant variations of CD31 levels was observed upon L-Arg 
administration. The CD31 diminution was mediated in the vascularized 
stroma model, for which an attenuated reduction was observed. These 
results suggested that, although both pro and anti-angiogenic cues can 
induce similar cytokine levels, different pathways are triggered: in one 
case, the response to hypoxia was related to a sustained cellular 
viability, while in the case of BEV, loss of morphology, functionality and 
viability were observed. 

Basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) has been previously demon-
strated to increase in ECs 2D cultures treated with BEV, along with 
augmented MMP-2 expression. [92] Our data showed the same trend in 
the vascular model, with bFGF being of 77 pg mL− 1 upon BEV admin-
istration compared to 53 pg mL− 1 for the control, while an increase in 
the vascularized stroma model was observed in the first hour upon 
administration, followed by recovery of basal values (Fig. S12, Appen-
dix). Similarly, bFGF has been shown to be required for ECs angiogenesis 
under hypoxia, in line with the increase for the hypoxia condition in the 
monoculture. [93] In our CO-CULT model, constant values of bFGF 
released were observed, suggesting its role in mediating these complex 
mechanisms. 

An increased production of interleukin-8 (IL-8) for the vascularized 
stroma in untreated condition was also noticed, coherent with the role 
played by fibroblasts in the inflammation regulatory pathways. [94,95] 
External cues did not induce any significant changes in IL-8 concentra-
tion, underlying the capability of the stroma to effectively respond to the 
external stimuli, without triggering an inflammatory response. 

Results from the MMPs analyses revealed the differential response 

Table 1 
Concentrations of cytokines (pg mL− 1) obtained by Luminex Protein Assay for 
the mono and co-culture models at Day 7 in basal conditions (Ctrl) and upon 
challenge (HYP, L-Arg, BEV, n = 2).  

Concentration (pg mL− 1) 

Condition CD31 bFGF VEGF IL-8 vWF-A2 

MONO Ctrl  625.4  52.87  1548.91  1131.67  37.16 
HYP  363.47  55.86  1114.68  519.98  42.34 
L-ARG  716.24  66.44  1854.79  1246.21  35.83 
BEV  < 350  77.31  28.35  820.43  34.47 

CO-CULT Ctrl  826.55  52.69  1087.17  3513.17  28.87 
HYP  625.4  44.63  832.91  3331.43  27.42 
L-ARG  744.83  43.89  881.29  3922.92  56.8 
BEV  < 350  42.66  20  3430.36  39.78  
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mediated by the fibroblasts, as we observed lower MMP-9 values for the 
vascularized stroma model compared to the control (Fig. S13a, Appen-
dix). MMP-9 values decreased under treatment for the vascularized 
stroma and increased in the monoculture upon L-Arg and BEV admin-
istration. As the action of NO on MMPs (MMP-9 and MMP-2, particu-
larly) regulation has been previously reported, the results of MMPs 
expression for the vascular mono-culture model were coherent with the 
upregulation of nitric oxide levels discussed above. [59] In case of BEV 
treatment, higher MMPs 9 and 2 have been shown from plasma levels in 
clinical studies, and potentially considered a predictive markers of BEV 
treatment efficiency. [96,97] These results thus showed the capability of 
our model to closely mimic a physiological response to drug 
administration. 

Values of MMP-2 were instead upregulated for the co-culture, being 
two orders of magnitude higher than for the vascular tissue (Fig. S13b, 
Appendix). These results suggested an important matrix remodeling 
operated by the fibroblast fraction and likely correlated to IL-8 values, 
with a peak for the BEV treatment. [98] Although these values were not 
comparable with other data found in literature due to use of different in 
vitro models or analysis techniques, the trends suggested a capability of 
the 3D stroma to functionally react to the cues and actively initiate a 
matrix remodeling under hypoxia and bevacizumab administration. 
Moreover, as chemokines production and MMPs release have been 
identified among the main characters of cancer-associated matrix 
remodeling, tumor angiogenesis and invasion mechanism, we believe 
that our 3D model could serve as in vitro platform for studies of these 
pathological conditions and further investigation of related therapeu-
tics. [99–101] 

4. Conclusion 

In summary, we have designed a 3D vascularized stroma model that 
exhibited physiological-like response to administered angiogenic cues. 
The in vitro platform aimed to address some of the current limitations in 
TE, notably the lack of vasculature and the underrepresentation of 
stroma-mediated response. Here, we proposed a pullulan/dextran-based 
porous scaffold with tunable physical and mechanical properties. Firstly, 
the matrix was used to implement a functional vascular lumen and then 
for integration of the fibroblastic fraction to reproduce human vascu-
larized stroma, by following a dual step co-culturing procedure. Imaging 
was performed without sectioning by confocal, bi-photon and lightsheet 
microscopy to preserve the 3D structure and information, upon devel-
opment of an optical clearing protocol adapted to our biomaterial. The 
model was subjected to different external cues, namely hypoxic envi-
ronment, administration of the amino acid L-Arginine and of the anti- 
VEGF drug bevacizumab, and its response compared to a mono-
cultured vascular model. The results underlined the protective and 
beneficial role of fibroblasts on the vascular fraction, as increased 
viability, regulation of nitric oxide levels, cytokines and active ECM 
remodeling. 

This work opens new ways for fabricating more complex multicel-
lular models, by integration of other stroma cell types, such as lym-
phocytes and macrophages, and vascular cell types, as pericytes, and for 
integrating parenchymal and epithelial cells to mimic specific tissues. 
Further studies should be envisioned to introduce dynamic perfusion of 
the constructs and to improve in-depth imaging of the vascular net-
works. More widely, as stroma is known to play a key role in mediating 
many pathology-related mechanisms, we believe that this platform can 
be used for in vitro disease modeling for both fundamental and appli-
cative studies, such as drug screening and pharmacodynamics. 

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi. 
org/10.1016/j.bioadv.2023.213636. 
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